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the game its self you can tell it makes fun of rpg's in general, you cant level up by grinding your main caracter like most games
wich is fun little change from the norm that i like but there is some grinding to be done for the multitude of other caracters.
threre is a clear differents between the stock sprites and the added sprites that turns me off a bit but its not a big deal. one thing
that i like about it is that with the amount of caracters you can summon over time it gives you the chance to build your party the
way you want. the biggest complaint i got is the game does crash some times and if you did not save frequently as did not wen i
first started (lost a good 2h worth of grinding the fist time) it can suck for you overall the game was not bad the story was a little
amusing and i liked that it tried something a little diferent with the main caracter i wish they could fix the crashing thought
5/10.. A very good and amusing game for the cheap price! it have a lot of thought out function. stuff to do in the game is also
alot.. A game I have sank more time into than I like to admit. Great time waster. Solid repetative gameplace for when you want
to veg, but if you don't pay attention too much, you can easily get dead.. This is an highly amusing game. The hero starts starts at
level 1,000,000. and everyone is afraid of him. that is untill he gets knocked down to level 1, and can't defeat even the weakest
enemies. Now he has to recruit help to get his stats back up so he can defeat the Demon Lord. After which he can get his level
back to where it was. The range of allies you can "Summon" is varied, and each girl has her own story. A MUST play.. Very
good game. Well worth the asking price.. Fast-paced and addictive dungeon-diving fun, but grindy-in-a-good way -- lots of
progression if you want to sink your time in it. The game is a typical JRPG, with a minor social/dating aspect talking to your
party members. Its strengths are definitely in its variety (you can experiment with over 35 characters to take on several
dungeons) and amount of content (as you progress further, more functions get unlocked). You can play this as complex or as a
simply as you like -- either a strong main party that absolutely wrecks dungeons to speed through content, or a rotating party to
eventually achieve 100% completion. I'm playing a mix of these styles, as I use a main party whenever I want more gold to skill
up my other party members whenever I want to backtrack and hunt down more Bounty bosses. One nice function is that the
main character, despite being locked at level one, still gets EXP which can be then given to other party members, allowing you
to power level new characters. This, combined with the gift system letting you buy affection, means that it's completely possible
to play with just a main party. One thing I hate about poorly-made RPGMaker games is that they take forever to progress
through the text and combat. In Hero and Daughter, you can hold down the main action button to absolutely fly through combat.
An auto combat button is also added, with the ability to modify your characters' AI to avoid wasting abilities when they don't
need to, but so far it's faster just holding down action and spamming the default attack. The story itself is generic outside of the
level one gimmick, and the characters know it -- it's just a silly, funny romp. Overall, this is one of the most user-friendly and
plain fun games I've played. I found out about it from the DegiGames newsletter as an award-winning game, so I knew it would
be good. I picked it up because the concept seemed interesting, but I've been continuing to play it because it's just that fun. Note
that I too have experienced the RGSS3 crash error -- hopefully this is not a common bug, and I think that it was caused because
I kept having this game open while doing other things.. Fun game with a persistent crashing issue that the developer hasn't been
able to figure out.. Finally. A light-hearted RPG Maker game of some quality. The girls' character designs are all great, the
dialogue is short and to the point, the story is goofy but not tedious. There are lots of unlockables and a constant flow of
treasures and abilities to unlock from each of the girls who resemble a variety of typical classes like Fighter or Mage. It's the
frivolous, high-paced Dragon Quest knockoff you've been waiting for. Recommended to fans of Half-Minute Hero or Azure
Dreams. The only caveat: this game is anti-grind, like Half-Minute Hero. You do a lot of running at high speeds and
slaughtering parties of enemies at high speeds. The game makes fairly thin pretense at gameplay. That's why the steady stream
of party member discoveries and unlockables is good, for feeding the frenzy. You're basically bingeing on cute unlockables.. A
party of demon lord, a ghost, and yandere assasin ? I think u will never find it anywhere except this game :v. My only thought
when i i start play this game is.

Live3D Live3D V3.3.5 Relese Note : 1. Added some parameters adjustment of post-processing of light and shadow. 2. Users
need to re-register for system upgrading. 3, Added thousand sakura dance template. 4, Added 26 new assets. 5, Start charging..
Live3D V3.3.1 Relese Note : 1. The color changing function of all resources. 2. Optimize the function of rotation axis for
cartoon pose. 3. Global shortcut keys - background operation can also be triggered by shortcut keys.. Live3D V3.3.0 Relese
Note : 1. Poster function restoration 2.load page update 3. Repair the transparent Shader 4. Customize model resources Nine
hair, five tops, five bottoms, six pairs of shoes. 5.. Live3D V3.2.0 Relese Note : 1podcast 2Virtual live broadcasting --
calibration 3Advanced Settings of virtual live broadcast function (face capture, Audio volume control 4custom action upload 5
Ignore the shortcut function of the behavior rule 6resource Custom model Top: 28 bottom: 26 hair: 8 shoes: 3. Live3D V3.1.0
Relese Note : 1. User-defined models 13 tops, 12 bottoms, 3 hairstyles, 2 shoes, 2 glasses, 2 weapons, 3 pupil lights 2, "new
scene" - "new scene (MP4/ photo)" 3. Add official cooperation contact information 4, new tutorial address 5, camera
compatibility optimization, more support for 30fps 720P model. 6. Popup window optimization. 7, optimize the shortcut key
display effect.. Live3D V3.0.0 Relese Note : 1. UI revision 2. Added behavior rules, suitable for automatic live broadcasting of
singing, rap, speech, etc 3. Increase the number of shortcut keys to 21 4. Add actions, expressions and location search functions.
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5. Add character fast focusing 6. Add character rotation function.
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